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RectRacer Features Key:
Platforming, Action, Adventure game!

13 level main campaign!
4 prequel levels!

Procedurally generated levels!
Combat against enemy units!

Heroic item upgrades!
Enemy upgrades!

Mega Special Sidekick!
Recycling parts to build awesome units!

What is Dinobot?

Want a delicious sandwich or just settling for a sub? You must choose your Dinobot wisely! Choose which of the Dinobots your fellow Autobots want at arm's length! Can your Dinobot block a sniper attack? Shake sand in the eyes of your enemies? Survive endless hits and
giant spears?

About the game

Hold your device where you can see it. Launch this awesome game!

Match three or more tiles to destroy them. Avoid the obstacles and be careful!

Avoid deactivating the red units and reviving red tiles before you reach the end of the level. Don't get tricked.

More about the Game

Dinobot and Tiara are a long, long, long, long, long way from home and now they must fight their way through the four prequel levels in order to reach a confrontation with Megatron! But first, they must survive an epic dinosaur-eating-sized ice age!

In order to defend themselves, the Autobots upgrade their outdated Dinobots with cool parts, but it comes with sacrifices!

The higher the ice age rises, the more Megatron's hordes of dangerous mercenaries get stronger!

And there are also upgrades!

How to get on Android

1. Pick your own Dinobots!

Each Dinobot has it own special powers and levels. Here's a list of the available options:

Grunt: 
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Jetborne Racing is an online air racing game from the creator of VTOL VR, bringing two decade's worth of racing technology to the PC platform. Pilot a high-performance jet aircraft through a variety of circuits while racing to the finish line and beating your friends. The
game is a real-time, first-person, virtual reality game that gives players unprecedented control over their aircraft. Life-like aerodynamics and physics are simulated, so fundamental racing concepts like braking points and apexes apply. In fact, using controller input,
players can even steer their aircraft left or right! 1. On the PC you need Steam installed to play 2. You need to install Steam on your computer. 3. Navigate to Jetborne Racing and click on 'Install Game' 4. Select 'Play Game' 5. Wait for Steam to download the game and
install it 6. Launch Jetborne Racing and find the onscreen instructions 7. Click on the 'Help' button How to install using Steam 1. On the PC you need Steam installed to play 2. You need to install Steam on your computer. 3. Navigate to Jetborne Racing and click on
'Install Game' 4. Select 'Play Game' 5. Wait for Steam to download the game and install it 6. Launch Jetborne Racing and find the onscreen instructions 7. Click on the 'Help' button 8. Navigate to the Steam library in Steam and find Jetborne Racing. Double-click on the
game icon and play! Minimum System Requirements for the Oculus Rift and HTC Vive Minimum System Requirements for the HTC Vive Oculus Rift Minimum System Requirements for Windows NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 Recommended System
Requirements for Windows NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 1080 Minimum System Requirements for Mac OSX Intel-based OS 10.11 Intel Core i5 i7 Processor NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 970 / AMD Radeon R9 290 Memory (RAM) 8 GB (16 GB Recommended) NVIDIA® GeForce GTX
1080 / AMD Radeon R9 390 or better Memory (RAM) 16 GB (32 GB Recommended) NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 1070 / AMD Radeon R9 380 or better Memory (RAM) 16 GB (32 GB Recommended) NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 1080 Ti / AMD Radeon RX 480 or c9d1549cdd
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[12/13] The game starts with choosing a character, then head to the… a very nice game that we would recommend to anyone. Mimizo Very interesting game. It really is good for a beginning level (or "late") game. It is a game to learn how to create and manage good
levels with the two papercraft engines.Zanabelle Excellent starting project! Its excellent in design, gameplay, mechanics,… I play it all the time when looking for a simple game that can be quick, fun and fantastic. big dragon Might be the best game I ever played.
underlord123 i took about 30 mins to get into it, but its great. maybe i would play it a little more and its still a great game. overall great game. developers: If you ever find the time to invent a game that is a bit more than a "just another erastria/jigsaw" type game, it's
worth remembering your name. Otherwise, this almost flawless piece of work will take all the attention away from you. —Douglas Johnson Ascetic Editor When this happened on a magazine page earlier this year, I was very surprised by the reaction. I expected it to be
the hottest new game coming out of nowhere and self-fulfilled by the end of the month. Instead, this caused some hasty editorialising as to whether or not the game existed and, if it did, whether it was good or not. —John Newell Sphodrai This is my favorite game right
now. —Heather Settle, New Games Weekly Neksewatari It's just so damn cool! —Vashti Gough, Earthdawn Oculoiist We all found it here, and it is a miracle! —Matt Bowler Sphodrai Once you have played this game, you'll get addicted to it! —ReverendDuke, Elf Knights
of Game 2 ehwam2 What the hell? It's good! —John A. Gray, Game On! Remamat What's the deal? I just started playing it for a little while, and I can tell it's really good

What's new:

To be forewarned is to be forearmed. Entering or leaving your room, or even the house for that matter, are just a few of the threats that the sleep deprived inhabitants
of Crystal Lake are faced with every summer. HOLY [MUTANT] CROATERS! If your hero happens to have been a patron of the Casbah, chances are he's just slain an
enormous cyborg or mutant crocodile or rattlesnake. Ripping through the screen is something of a common occurrence and, for a time, both Jason and his murderous half-
brothers enjoyed rare notoriety. And what's a movie really without some bloody women lurking around? As for that couple's mutual friend, then there's hardly a movie
without some malevolent panther or other. Anyway, we must take exception to those who view Jason as a shot in the foot. It is true, he possesses some rather unique
characteristics, but having an unexciting protagonist who is painted as an "alien" or "monster" is rather limiting and boring. Allow us, then, to remind the reader of the
essential nature of our hero. Jason's on the prowl; a criminal force whose most hated characteristics consist of vandalism, killing, and his own disgust with the people he
has become accustomed to. He'll stop at nothing to get what he wants; regardless of cost or consequence...that is, unless he can't get what he wants; i.e., unless he
can't get away with it. That is, unless the friendly neighborhood sheriff recognizes his face. CONGRATULATIONS, DEAR. ORDER A CONGRATULATIONS PARTY TO
CELEBRATE THIS REALLY TIGHTLY WRAPPED BUNDLE OF COOL. Unfortunately, and it really is a shame, this is a product we can't really afford right now. Hopefully it'll be
back in stock soon, for all our dedicated gamers to enjoy for themselves. Join us on Facebook for more details on when it does arrive again. Oh, that's right...you can't.
Thanks for asking. YEAR IN SPACE, YEAR OUT OF TIME! A THOUSAND ACRES OF UNIMAGINABLY SCRATCHY AMUSEMENT. Dangkor and Khyung Ul are opposite realities.
The former an eastern Asian forest, the latter a rolling and undeveloped plain. Both 
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This is a base building game. But also an exploration, a diplomacy, a society. Each of them is part of the project and the aim is to be as efficient as possible in this very
unique environment. This game is really built for 2 to 5 gamers. A game session will be lasting 2 hours and there will be 4 of them. Curious gamers will find adventures,
smart players will master the game mechanics. You decide! What is the Known Space universe? How did you came to the conclusion to change the Earth into Midgard?
The Universe What if the Norse Mythology was build around true history? What if the Earth truly was Midgard? A world among others? And what if the norse mythology
was so precise about the Ragarok because it already happened? That's what a search team of scientifiques found in 2008 during an expedition in the north sea. And
almost immediately a secret society named "the shadow council" took possession of all the artefacts found. A few years later you have been recruited to run a top secret
project: The Bifrost Project.A Base Building game Your first objectif is to build and then manage a secret base. With a synergy system, you'll need to try and experiment
to find the optimal pattern depending of your strategy. But the true challenge depend of the only condition of the council: to keep the base secret. Indeed, even if the
council perfectly grasped the potential but you still need to prove it to them before they allow you to break the secrecy.An Exploration game The heart of the project is
the main artefact found a few years ago: the Bifrost. In great secrecy they repaired it and, with it, it's the 8 other worlds of the north mythology which is opened to you
to explore. But the Ragnarök took it's toll. Ruins, devastation, forgotten battlegrounds. It's up to you to discover what really happened. In this sens you have full liberty :
will you send a small team, rapid and stealthy? Or will you send a strong team? able to protect itself but hard to conceal? And composed of scientist? who will probably
found the most interesting artefacts but will also probably die if opposed? or soldiers? who will fend off aggressor but may miss artefacts?A diplomacy Game Despite the
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ragnarok violence, those worlds are not void of life, civilisations survived, rose, fell or prospered. And those civil
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System Requirements For RectRacer:

Nintendo 3DS * Nintendo 3DS, Nintendo 3DS XL, Nintendo 2DS, Nintendo 2DS XL systems Story Nintendo 3DS game title North America: Adventure
Time: Treasure of the Lost Kind Europe: Adventure Time: Hidden Treasure of the Battle Royale Japan:Adventure Time: Battleship Rescue North America:
Adventure Time: Marceline and the Mask of Matcha Princess Europe: Adventure Time: Marceline and the Mask of Matcha Princess Japan: Adventure
Time: Mokutin No
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